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in the party, dracyan introduces his new
friend, a man who rides a b-daman as his two
dragons, elnim and elnim. elnim is described
as the fiery one while elnim is the cold one. a
look of confusion comes on riki's face at this,
as he had never heard of dragons before.
elnim starts off by saying the dark dragon
empire is in ruins and that they were the
ones who took down ew crossfire and the
city's e-daman and b-daman. elnim says the
dark dragon empire is being rebuilt thanks to
their new ally, dracyan. elnim mentions that
dracyan is a new kind of b-daman and that
when he was younger, he had a dragon friend
who left him, never to be seen again.
however, dracyan was able to find a new
friend, elnim, who now keeps him company.
sumi's b-daman, the long bridge, is a
powerful b-daman so hugo decides to use it
on sumi's long bridge. sumi, angered by this,
holds her breath until she runs out of air and
collapses on the ground. hugo quickly goes to
grab her and then quickly goes to meet riki
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who is not present at the party. he tells him
about the incident and where he is heading.
riki tells him that he is heading to the b-shots.
hugo asks riki if they can go together but riki
tells him that he has to go home as he still
has to practice for the b-shots. riki and hugo
part ways, but after a while, riki returns to
the wbma. meanwhile, riki's baseball team
once again go to the tournament to which a
new person, kuroi, joins them. kuroi is a
friend of riki's who wants to become a
baseball player, but he finds playing baseball
in school a bit boring. riki tells him that
baseball is not about how good you are, but
about how you play the game. kuroi then
joins riki's class and the two play b-daman
together.
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riki then asks if he could have some bdaman
and the miracle shoot owner responds in

hindi. his name is not printed on the bdaman,
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but he does have a name tag. he explains
that because his b-daman are precious and

very rare, he has only given riki the
permission to use one at a time and upon his
death, he will give his bdaman to his son. riki
then asks if he can choose one he likes, and

the miracle shoot owner replies that he would
like to be the one who gave riki his first

bdaman, as riki has grown into such a nice
person. the owner also reveals he has only
ever given five people in the history of his
miracle shoot the permission to hold his

bdaman, and that riki will be the sixth. riki
reveals that despite this, he still can't decide
whether to hold on to the bdaman or not. the

miracle shoot owner says he will give riki
time to make the decision and will even give
him a two-week extension to reconsider, and
he suggests he take the plunge and hold the

bdaman. riki then sets out for home with
sumi and novu. once there, he asks novu

about the b-daman and wonders if he can get
any bdaman, and novu tells him the b-daman
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he is holding is the same as the one he gave
to riki at the miracle shoot. inside, sumi finds
a door in the storage room and is confused as

to what its original purpose was. she then
notices a stone pillar with a hole at its bottom

and an electric current flowing into it. sumi
wonders what it's for and soon, a voice is

heard calling out for help. sumi runs out and
she is surprised at the girl's ability to

command her b-daman by her voice alone.
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